
BAHA’I: Choose thou for thy neighbor that which thou choosest 

for thyself. BUDDHIST: One should seek for others the happiness 

one desires for one’s self. CHRISTIANITY: Do unto others as 

you would have them do to you. CONFUCIAN: If one strives to 

treat others as he would be treated by them, he will come near the 

perfect life. HINDU: Treat others as you would yourself be treated. 

ISLAM: None of you believes until he wishes for his brother what 

he wishes for himself. JAIN: One should treat all beings as he 

himself would be treated. JUDAISM: You shall love your neighbor 

as yourself. NATIVE AMERICAN: Live in harmony, for we are 

all related. QUAKER: Do unto all men as you would have them 

do unto you. SIKH: As you deem yourself, deem others as well; 

only then will you become a partner in heaven. TAO: Regard your 

neighbor’s gain as your own gain and your neighbor’s loss as your 

own loss. UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST: Do unto others as they 

would want done unto them. ZOROASTRIAN: Whatsover is 

disagreeable to yourself do not do unto others.
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